
Cultural Impact on the WASPs and Night Witches 

 
Women made important progress in the 

military field during World War II. 

Such women included the Women Air 

Force Service Pilots in the United States 

and the Soviet Union Night Witch 

Bombers. Cultural norms affected and 

influenced the development of the WASP 

and Night Witch programs. 

 
The purpose of this research is to 

compare and contrast the WASPs and 

Night Witches. To also look at how media 

and society affected them differently. To 

illustrate their major contributions 

despite cultural amnesia. I will look into 

America’s cultural view of women in the 

time of World War II. I hope to find that 

culturally accepted views and myths 

stunted the development of women’s 

programs in the United States and the 

Soviet Union. Another conclusion is the 

idea that WASPs and other women’s 

military units provided an opening of new 

jobs for women after World War II. 

Night Witches usefulness 

and revere 

 
The interviews will be conducted with 

around 100 volunteer participants. These 

volunteers will be in their late 80’s and 

90’s, and would have been young adults 

during World War II. My questions will be 

focused on the time period and how the 

media played a role. The interview will 

contain both a survey and picture session. 

The picture session will include media 

photos and propaganda posters. I will ask 

each participant to express their 

interpretation of each picture and state 

their reactions. Data and graph depicts 

will also be analyzed to establish 

conclusions.  

WASPs depicted in 

the media  

 
Current culture’s knowledge about the 

WASPs and Night Witches is faulty and 

misconstrued about the importance of 

these two programs. WASPs were denied 

their military rights because of cultural 

norms. Night Witches gladly returned to 

pre-war conditions. Though both military 

units contributed to the war effort, they 

differ in their reactions and acceptances 

of cultural perceptions. 
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The media coverage concerning the 

WASPs was limited and tainted by 

common social beliefs during the 

time.  Newspapers and magazines 

were typically short on accuracy and 

exaggerated the facts. There was a 

common belief that women aviators 

were home-wreckers and that 

physical stress and acrobatic 

maneuvers would cause female 

reproductive damage . 

  

Soviet Union 

Even when these women’s names 

appeared in media articles, they 

were changed to the masculine 

forms. The common belief declared 

that women combat pilots were 

against traditional views and Mother 

Russia. The women were considered 

vulnerable, weak, and feminine in the 

public’s eyes and Stalin never 

publically mentioned the women’s 

contributions during or after the war.  


